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Why do you want 
to hear from me?
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• Developing an innovation brokerage in the PNW 
connecting innovators with markets – The Exchange

• Investor, startup advisor, and entrepreneur focused on 
emerging disruptive technology

• Former executive in a global consulting firm’s ventures 
group;  grew a 150+ person business in a nascent 
technology area (immersive technology)

• Well networked and affiliated with drivers of the PNW 
innovation ecosystem, including:

N i r a v  S .  D e s a i – S e n i o r  P a r t n e r ,  M o o n b e a m

nirav@moonbeam.cc
@niravsdesai
www.moonbeam.cc

mailto:nirav@moonbeam.cc


Alaska from a Startup’s Perspective

Pros
• Opportunity – Ample incumbent (energy, mining, land 

management, agriculture/fishing, health) need for innovation 
with potential for significant efficiency

• Perspective – Enterprises with a tolerance for risk
• Talent – Prevalence of domain expertise
• Differentiation – Unique environmentals that can result in 

differentiated solutions
Cons

• Investment – Access to early stage funding; 
Alaska ranks 49th in access to investment

• Talent – Access to technology talent and 
CEO support networks – but being built

• Relationships – Potential channel partners 
are not local

• Barriers – Higher cost of doing business for 
startups than many other states; often 
startups require remote sales to scale
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How do we bridge the divide and diversify the Alaskan economy?

Federal Contracts in Alaska

• $3.59B federal contracts for 
AK companies

• 82.4% in Anchorage
• 31.6% performed in 

Anchorage
Source: Ratio Exchange, www.ratioim.com

Startup Activity in Alaska

• 160 startups listed in 
CrunchBase

• 3 venture deals in 2018 
worth $3.73M

Source: Pitchbook, CrunchBase

Cities that have the greatest 
startup activity also have the 
greatest job growth.

--Source: CityLab, The Atlantic Monthly Group
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Moonbeam has conducted a national study of 
where innovation is sourced in the U.S.
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Venture Capital   *  Patents   *   Recent Startup Activity *  Historical Startup 
Success  *  Reputation and Media Coverage

Innovation 
Measures 

Index

Moonbeam 
Innovation Index

Innovation 
Index Value

1 San Francisco 100.00

2 Seattle 67.35

3 Austin 64.95

4 Boston 57.87

5 Raleigh 57.84

6 Chicago 54.57

7 Los Angeles 54.07

8 Salt Lake City 48.92

9 Houston 46.20

10 Denver 45.25

11 Pittsburgh 45.18

12 Washington, DC 42.38

13 Minneapolis 41.35

14 Phoenix 37.31

15 Dallas 36.64

Seattle, WA
AI, Immersive, Cloud, Space 

Flight, DevTech

San Francisco Bay Area
Social Media, AI, Medical 
Informatics, Digital/B2C

Austin, TX
DevTech, Energy/Clean 

Energy, Artificial Intelligence

Boston
Biotech, AI/Robotics, Additive 

Manufacturing

Los Angeles
Clean tech, Aerospace, Space 

Flight, Media, Additive 
Manufacturing

Chicago
AgTech, Industry 4.0, Logistics, 

Packaged Goods

Raleigh
Immersive, DevTech, Biotech



Technology Adoption Curve

Venture

Government & Academic Research

Technology 
Valley of Death

Innovators Early Adopters Early Majority
Late

Majority

Note: Notional graph based on an aggregation of 
technology transfer and adoption studies 
including:
• Sandia National Labs 
• UC Davis Center for Entrepreneurship
• National Research Council
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“Technology Valley of Death”
A term of art in venture capital referring the time for a 
startup’s initial capital contribution to revenue generation.

Four in five technologies fail to cross the valley of death.

The “Technology Valley of Death” describes the 
difficulty of commercialization of new technology.
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Technology Adoption Curve

Venture

Government & Academic Research

Technology Adoption Curve

Angel & Venture

We have classified economic players in four 
categories based on their likelihood to innovate.

Innovators Early Adopters Early Majority
Late

Majority

Note: Notional graph based on an aggregation of 
technology transfer and adoption studies 
including:
• Sandia National Labs 
• UC Davis Center for Entrepreneurship
• National Research Council
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Government and 
Private R&D

Disruptors Risk-taking 
Incumbents

Risk-averse 
Incumbents and 

Government

The Exchange connects research and innovation 
to incumbents and government
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The Exchange is a disruptive 

marketplace that reimagines how 

companies find and deliver 

products

We do this by integrating and commoditizing over $500b in 

annual government spending, VC insight, and a rolodex of 

startups to provide companies with the information and 

analytics to accelerate positioning and revenue generation
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THE EXCHANGE

100+ 
government 

contract vehicles

10K government 
opportunities per 

month
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Incumbents
Government

System Integrators
Economic Development Councils

Startups
Small Businesses
Labs (Gov, Com, Edu)
Venture Capitalists

The Exchange integrates millions of records to provide the 
government, investors, EDC, and startups and the market with 

insights and intelligence into buying patterns and trends

Brokerage Support

Data Aggregation and AI
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Exchange Example:

Anchorage-based Ocean Bay, LLC won an SBIR from the Defense Logistics Agency 
in 2015 for a technology that can detect counterfeit materials in the additive 
manufacturing supply chain.

An Exchange broker can help them:
1. Identify other organizations that would be interested in that capability;
2. Find prime contract holders with those clients;
3. Determine contract ceiling on those contracts;
4. Assess other companies with similar capabilities.

Use Case 1:  Alaskan SBs/Startups Seeking Contracts

I am a startup with a technology or service that would be useful 

to a incumbents, but I am not currently working across multiple 

business sectors. I need: 

1. Lead Generation.  Consolidate tens of thousands of 

opportunities into one marketplace for businesses to 

review and qualify

2. Tailored Opportunities.  Find the opportunities best fit for 

their business based on business profiles, contract award 

details, and the Exchange's AI

3. Gain Exposure. Highlight their businesses at a federal 

and national level scale to quickly build exposure to win 

new contracts and be discovered by other potential 

partners
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Use Case 2:  Incumbent Business Scouting Innovation

Exchange Example:

Cordova-based Copper River Information Technology  is a Tribal 8(A) with over 
$23M in work with the Federal Government in 2018. They are working with The 
Exchange’s hub in the Mid-West to source technologies from Notre Dame to 
bring innovation to this contract portfolio.

An Exchange broker helps them:
1. Identify organizations that require similar support as their current contracts;
2. Scout startups that offer differentiation to increase their competitiveness;
3. Introduce them to potential innovation lab partners.

As large Alaskan Native Corporation with a broad portfolio of 

government contracts, Copper River needs: 

1. True Market and Competitive Intel.  Get detailed 

intelligence on competitive contractors and history of wins, 

subcontractors, market share, dollars left of on contract, 

etc.) 

2. Accelerate Partnerships.  Increase the speed of tech and 

service scouting to evaluate new tech and new 

partnerships, 

3. Increase PWin.  Quickly connect with small or special 

designation businesses or other partners increase the 

probability of a contract win, and open up the discoverable 

universe to well beyond the traditional BD channels
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Use Case 3:  Regional Economic Development Council 

Exchange Example: South Bend-Elkhart Regional Partnership

A coalition of the Elkhart County EDC, Notre Dame Ideas Center, and the City of 
South Bend formed the South Bend-Elkhart Regional Partnership to forge an 
Industry 4.0 center of excellence in Northern Indiana.

The Exchange allows them to:
1. Identify sources of undilutive investment for local startups;
2. Enroll local companies into their hub and help forge business relationships 

globally;
3. Represent the economic activity holistically to develop a technology center 

of excellence and brand. 

South Bend, IN is an up and coming region wants to accelerate 

the economic activity – highlighting local business. Strategic 

goals include:

1. Gain Exposure. Highlight local businesses at a federal 

and national level, and accelerate partnerships to quickly 

build exposure. 

2. Consolidated Opportunities.  Consolidate tens of 

thousands of public sector opportunities into one 

marketplace for businesses to review

3. Accelerate Commercialization.  Validate and facilitate 

market opportunities for technologies – accelerating time to 

market and generating more revenue



What the Data Tells us 
on Potential Alaskan 

Positioning

From preliminary research into the 
innovation ecosystem in Alaska, we 
identified an opportunity for several 
connections:

• Innovation Proving Ground

• Unmanned Systems

• Industrial Internet of Things

• Industry 4.0/Additive Manufacturing

Innovation Proving 
Ground: Alaska as an 

innovation proving 
ground for various 

technologies 
companies in Seattle

Industry 4.0: Identify 
opportunism to 

collaborate between 
mining and  additive 

manufacturing Unmanned Systems: 
Identify innovative 

companies that work 
with the DoD to 

partner with JBER to 
bring their tech 

north.

Industrial IOT: 
Helping energy 

startups at Station 
Houston to work 

with Alaska startups

A Potential Alaskan Innovation Hub Network

Seattle, WA

Houston/Austin, TX

Washington, DC

Chicago, IL/South Bend, IN
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Thank you for your time.

If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me at:

Email: nirav@moonbeam.cc
Twitter: @niravsdesai
Website: www.moonbeam.cc


